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marketing interaction as necessarily being a two-way street.

Some of the papers report the results of quantitative studies; for example, Russell Belk investigates the degree to which various objects are seen as 'self' or 'non-self', and then reports the correlation of certain findings with such things as 'frequency of washing/waxing the car' or 'frequency of showering/bathing'. Others are qualitative in nature, identifying underlying themes or messages, e.g. Elizabeth Hirschman's analysis of the myths underlying seven popular motion pictures. Morris Holbrook explicitly addresses this difference in methodological perspective. Holbrook contrasts the semiotic with the semiological, the former being an American tradition and the latter a European tradition. Semiotics is more clearly quantitative than semiology, which 'essentially involves interpretation or hermeneutics rather than statistics or experimentation' (102). Holbrook argues that, insofar as consumer esthetics is concerned, traditional quantitative content-analytical techniques may miss the main point: 'a close reading of the text must replace shallow quantification' (105). John Sherry presents a similar argument with respect to advertising by illustrating what each approach contributes.

Many of the book's most memorable ideas result from this type of 'close reading'. Elizabeth Hirschman's analysis of motion pictures was mentioned above. Robert Passikoff & Rebecca Holman apply a similar approach to television programs portraying the family, providing an archetype for what constitutes a family and which places in the home are designated for which family members (mother—kitchen, father—den, etc.). Their analysis extends to television commercials, which include the television viewer either as a type of 'voyeur' or as the family Mother or Child to the commercial's Announcer-Father (387). Dean MacCannell's argument that 'sex sells by modeling desire' in that 'one does not desire what one already possesses' provides a coherent explanation for the otherwise puzzling appeal of the Jolly Green Giant. Marian Flick discusses the continued exploitation of women in advertising, with particular reference to the Virginia Slims slogan 'you've come a long way, baby'. By contrast, Dennis Rook notes that the marketing of burglar-alarm systems, as evidenced by the content of the warning stickers placed on peoples' homes ('modern hex signs'), is entirely product-oriented rather than market-oriented. The book also contains papers that explain why jade trad-

This volume is a selection of thirteen papers from the Second International Conference of Functional Grammar that was held at the University of Antwerp in 1986; true to the title of the conference, the papers use the model of Functional Grammar (FG), founded by Simon Dik. The contributors are Simon Dik, Louis Goossens, Mike Hanay, Kees Hengeveld, Peter Kahrel, Dubravko Kucanda, J. Lachlan Mackenzie, Jan Nuyts, Rodie Riselada, Willy Vandeweghe, Elseline Vester, Co Vet, and Hans Weigand.

While the articles here are true to the title of the conference, they are less true to the title of the volume. In a very broad sense any article on FG can be seen as a study of predication, since the constitution of predications, as the editors say, can be viewed as the central concern of FG. However, for the reader who is primarily interested in predicates as property-assigning functions, this volume may be a surprise. The issues handled here vary widely and include the nature of classifiers and the set/mass distinction with respect to nominal predicates in particular; the range of nominalization possibilities across a corpus of thirty languages; the complex voice system of Ancient Greek (including active, passive, and mediopassive); the nature of transitivity and how it relates to reflexive and pseudoreflexive constructions in Serbo-Croatian; a complex-predicate analysis of the Dutch possessive dative construction (which can involve two adjacent NPs within the VP); a history of grammaticalization processes in causative and perception verb complements in French (where a rich set of complement types is examined); a comparison of the predication qualities of restrictive (R) and nonrestrictive (NR) relative clauses; a look at indicative versus subjunctive mood and a tie-in to the R/NR distinction in relative clauses in Latin (where parallels to many modern Romance languages could easily be drawn); the scope of negation; distinctions in modalities and how the syntax of Spanish makes these distinctions; and the presentation of Koto, a formal language intended as a knowledge representation base.

The reader need not be sympathetic toward, or even familiar with, FG in order to benefit from reading this volume. First of all, the editors have performed the difficult and useful task of writing a preface that outlines all of the articles contained in the volume, noting points of convergence of issues and giving brief conclusions. Thus any reader, whether versed in FG or not, can at least scan this preface.

Furthermore, despite the formal differences, many of the issues raised here are right smack in the mainstream of current linguistic inquiry in other theoretical models. For example, the concept of 'affectedness' has been invoked in much recent work in other theoretical models in the analysis of several constructions—including the double-object construction of English and passive, among others—and it is an important focus in Vandeweghe's article on the Dutch possessive dative construction. The reader will also find discussions of argument-reducing processes, argument-augmenting processes (via syntactic partnerships between Vs and objects or adverbial complements), and other types of complex-predicate formation processes. [DONNA JO NAPOLI, Swarthmore College.]

Preference laws for syllable structure and the explanation of sound change.

This book is the text of a lecture presented by Vennemann at the University of California, Berkeley, in April of 1985; it summarizes many of V's ideas about the properties of syllable structure that determine whether a particular phonological pattern is diachronically preferred or not. Preference laws are intended to be gradations of phonological naturalness (and thus distinct from some interpretations of the marked/unmarked dichotomy, in V's view). Their role is to explain syllable structure and syllable-structure change by 'elucidation' rather than 'prediction' (67). As for the explanation of the preferences themselves, V believes them to be reducible to the biology of phonetic production and perception, though he does not attempt to give such a reduction.

Practically speaking, the preference laws are determined in conjunction with two maxims—a Diachronic Maxim, according to which linguistic changes operate first on less preferred structures, and a Synchronic Maxim that states that languages will usually not contain less preferred structures unless they also have those 'that are more preferred in terms of the relevant preference law' (3).